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1 Statement of the problem 
. . 
The folkwing is a statement af the special case sf Ramsey’s theorem 
which WI bc stated in Lgra’ph-thwretic erms. 
The numbem ~(t?q, nt;Zt . . . . mk v * 1) are calkxi Ramsey numbers, and 
huve btxn the su’sject of much investigation. ?heir complete determina- 
tion appears to be hqxltsssly difficult, but some values are known and 
~larious estimates available. * 
An immediate corutlary af the above can ow be stated. 
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The fo11owi11g sdrnpte r~ult indicates the rckvance of the function 
j&k, C) ta the evitimation of the gen&ied Ramsey number Rk(G). 
This theorem follows as an easy consequcmx of a result of Behad, 
Chartm@and Coopt f4], which we state as a lemma. We 43rst require 
t wCZ. d#initi0ns. 
, bma 3.3 (EMrzad, Chartrand and Cooper [4] ). 
&%~&@%0titir3..2. CiS: bodd. It isimmediak that Rk (Pj) 5 k + 2, 
since in a (Pa jk -edgecoE&rirrg of Km ) each vertex can have at most 
2% 
one incident edge of each ~olour. On the other hand, Lemma 3.3 gives 
x’(&+~ ) = k, since k + 1 is even, and it follows at once that R&) = 
k+ 2. 
(ii) k etw~~. In a colouring of the edges of Kk+r with no monochro- 
matic P, f at most 4 k of the edges can be of any one colour. Hence 
Rk (P3) S k + 1. On the other hand, x’(& ) = k - 1 c since k is even, si6 
that R&) 2 k + 1, and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3.4. R, (2&j) = k + 3. 
Roof. To show 42, cX2 ) 2 k + 3, we construct a(X2 )k-edge-colouring 
af &“+2 as follou:: Label the vertices of h&z by Vt, V2, ..-. Vk+2 in 
=nM? St&r. TOW edge Vi F> ( 1 <i<j<k+Z,i%)isgiventheith 
calour. Edge I$,, V”+2 h given the kth colour. The subgraph of colour 
i is a star pnph fut i = 1,2, . ..* k- 1) while the subgraph of colour k is 
K, . Hence. no X2 is monochromatic, and R1( 2K2 ) 2 k + 3. 
On the ather hand, in a (X2 )k+dge-co!ouring of K,, , it is clear that 
the subgraph in any onexolour must be either a star mph or II’,. Sup- 
pose that there exists such an edge-colouring of Kk +3. with the mono- 
&romatic subgraphs being IN stars and k-m triangles. Then the num- 
ber of edges coloured is at most 
(k+2)+(k+l)+k+...+(&+3-m)+3(k--m)= 
= km + 3k--fmfm+ l)<i(k + 3)(k + 2) for all tn. 
This is a contradiction, and the result follows. 
The case G = K3 is that of the classical Ramsey number Rk(3; 2). 
Far the sake of completeness, we summarise the known information in 
this case. 
Theorem3.S. (i)R2(Ks)=6,R3(K3)= 17, SOS R4(K#S 65cS~ 
IN, 27) 1. 
T?wtwem 3.6, 
This implies thst Rk (P4 ) < Zk + 1 by Theorem 2.3. 
On the other hand, if k z 1 (mod 31, let u = 2k + 1 b so that u 5 3 
lmod 6). By Lemma El, there exists a Kirkman triple loystulm c 
v. We lab4 the vcrtic zk+ 1 with the ekmcnts of such a system, 
Now, uny pair of elements of the system klo xtactly one tr@lc, 
and this triple belongs to exactly one of the ta of triples into which 
the system can be resolved, with each &me exactly one triple uf 
the set. WC calour the edge with csnd-vettim labelled x,,tr’ the i 
according as the triple containing the pair (x, 2) lies in the Pth 
sets of triples. Then we e&l)! that every mono&romNic s 
in such a &owing is ;x union of triangles, and SJ contains no P4 g Hem 
RkfP4Q Zk+Zifk= f (mod3). 
lfk s 2 (mad 3). WC proceed as above, using k- 1 colours and AIzk 1 g 
We then adjoin a 2kth vertex and calour every edge incident on it with 
the kth colaur, and this gives Rh(P4) 2 2k + 1. 
If k = 0 (mud 3). we proceed as above, using k - 2 colours and &k_ 3 e 
We then adjoin two additional vertices and colaur every edge incident 
on the first with the tk - 1 )th colout and every remaining edge incident 
an the second with the kth colour. This &es R1(pI) 2 ?k, and the 
proof of the theorem is complete. 
In the case k = 0 (mod 3) of Theorem 3.6, we have been unable to 
determine, in general. whieh of the two possible values is the correct 
ostc. It is a simple matter to show R3(P,) = 6, but we have been unable 
tQ ShOW & (pd ) = 2k in general, for k s 0 (mod 3). However, this leads 
us to an interestiarg problem of a structure very like a Kirkman triple 
@t S em. 
It is weli-known that Steiner triple systems of order u exist for all 
u f I, 3 (mod 6). The r~suft of Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson tells us thirt 
for all v K 3 (mod 6) there is a resolvable Steiner triple system of order 
u. A simple counting aKqument can be used to show that no Steiner tri- 
ple system of order v = I (md 6) is resolvable. However, if we remove 
one element from such a system, together with all triples containing that 
element, there is no simple counting argument which tells us that the re- 
sulting s;tructure cannot be resolvable. We make this more precise. 
We define a quasi-Kirknm tr@Ie system of order u to be a set of u 
paired etcmt’nts ui, (1;. ~2. u;. . , u,, a: (II = $10, together with a set of 
We have been mat& ‘to find asx) qui-KirkEjan tripte system, but 
Theorem WI. K,(K, 3) = 2k+ 2. 
P 
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Again, we require a lemma for the proof of this theorem. 
Proof. Let G be an It-vertex graph extrema! with respect o C4, let . 
y,* v,,. .b V” be its vertices v&th degrees ul, u2, .., u, respectively, and 
let. C have tn edges. Then 
The nunrbx of distinct three-point paths in G is 
with e9uaiity possible only if q = 2mjn for all i. Therefore, 
since the number of such paths cannot exceed the number of pairs of 
vC#tices. Hence 
not possibfe, so we assume that 
ma:rix A of the graph G possesses 
We hale ta shaw that equality is 
equality Zlolds. Then the adjacency 
the f~bwing progsrties: 
( 1) .4 is a symmetric 11 x IE (0, 1 )-matrix with zero main diagonal. 
(2) Each rt~w and each column of A contain 2m/n = # 1+44=3) ones. 
(3) Any two rows (columns) have exactly one 1 in the same position. 
Such is precisety the incidence matrix of a finite projective plane Of 
order f id%?=?% -- I $ = s, say, 
Since 14 is symmetric, the mapping pi points to lines and lines to 
points determined by relating corresponding rows and columns of A is _ 
a polarity of the plane, and the number of ones on the main diagonal is 
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and the inequality of the Emma follows. 
Suppose nz < k, the ri&t-hand side is even pnd equality holds. Then ir, 
IUI uptimal colauting, n is odd, so that we cannot have cli = f (for all i, 
~8 + I 5 t 5 k) FUF way vertex V, giving a Izantradiction. 
.:, 
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The inequality (ii) follows as a fairly easy application of the recursive 
relation 
N(ml.rn2 ,..., m&S Rim, -i,vrt~,...,nt~;2)+R(m,,mp-I,..., mk;2) 
+ .*. +R(m,.ntz,...,mA:-~1;2)-(k-2), 
whidt rtppems in [ 19 j . 
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